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Thank you for purchasing this CITIZEN
QUARTZ WATCH.

To ensure correct use, read these

instructions carefully.
Please verify at the time of purchase that the
CITIZEN International Limited Warranty
Card has been included with your watch to
ensure any and all claims for service under the
terms of the limited warranty.

Before use

Depending on the model the specifications differ at one place.
Please confirm the specifications of your watch beforehand by the following method.

•Confirm the Caliber No. of your watch.

Caliber No.

Confirrp the Caliber No. of. your watch by the .
stamp on its case back.

,<Caseback> .

• The operation and specifications of Caliber No. D203 are the same as
those of Caliber No. D202. In this manual, please refer to the
explanation of Caliber No. D202.
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Introduction
Ifyou follow the right rules of scuba diving and skin diving, you can enjoy safe water
sports. But on the other hand, there is an element of danger from the bends and other

possible accidents. So after receiving proper training, please check for safety and enjoy
your diving.

When you use this product, please understand the instructions and warnings well, so that
you may use it properly.
In a case where this product is used in a way that is not mentioned in the USER'S

manual, the watch might not function properly
Further more all repairs including battery replacement should be carried out by a Citizen
Service Center. Please arrange for a Citizen Service Center to look after your watch
through the shop from which it was purchased.
Please keep this USER'S manual in a safe place, for reference when you need it.

A. Special functions of this watch
This is a full-scale divers watchwith digital display and an electronic depth gauge.

1)This watch measures and displays depth as soon as you start'diving; dueto the
water sensor.

'

'
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2) This watch measures the water temperature while diving; and when not diving, the
air temperature.
'
'"'..',-.'
3) While you are diving, various log data is recorded.

4) After completing a divei by using a communication unit', you can transfer data to a
personal computer and also confirmi the data with a personai computer.
* Compatible computers: IBM PC7 AT or any other compatible computer with key^

board and monitor.(There are some computers that are not compatible)? '
For more details, please read the "CommunicationsAQUALAND;GRAPH USER'S'
manual". •

" •

•••'

': '•;'

" ' • ••'
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;M- " '
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5) The elapsed time after a valid dive is completed (maximum of 24 hours) is meas
ured automatically. This watch can be used as a safety guide line for resting time
on the surface, [surface mode]
6) To ensure safe diving, various warning functions are included.

B. For safe diving=
• Basic knowledge and techniques are required to dive safely so please take the neces
sary training to acquire them.

• In orderto use this watchsafely, C. [Usage points that shouldbe avoidedwhilediving]
and D. [For safe usage] need to be understoodsufficiently when using this watch for
diving.

C. Usage points that should be avoided while

diving [Make sure you read this warning]=
When you use this watch for diving, please heed the following points. [Do not use under
these conditions.]

AWARNING:
1. Do not use under these conditions:

a. If you have not taken a course on safe diving, please do not use the watch.
b. Please do not use the watch outside the temperature limits.
The temperature limits for this watch are 10°C~40oC(50oF~104°F). If you use the

watch outside of this range, it will not display accurate depth.
c. Never use the watch while diving with helium gas [saturated diving]. If you use the
watch with helium gas, it is likely to cause problems, or failure.
d. Do not use the watch for determining your actions in dangerous situations. This
watch is not designed as equipment for the prevention of emergencies or acci
dents.

e. Do not use this watch as a substitute for pressure equipment in applications other
than diving or instead of a buddy systems.

This watch is not a gauge or meter which is authorized by any public organization,
it should be used as a guide line for auxiliary equipment.
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f. Do not use this watch at altitudes over 4000m (13120 ft) since.
Water depth cannot be measured at higher altitudes.
g. Do not use the watch outside of the water depth measurement range.
h. In case the safe diving warning function activates, immediately check the watch,
and stop using it.
Look up "various warning functions" to find out how to deal with each one.
(Before diving)

1) When the water sensor check warning function operates, -^ the dot display alter
nates between dot display and "CHEK"(D201/D207)/"ERR"(D202/D208) display as a
warning.

2) When the battery warning function operates — the dot display alternates between dot
display and "BAT."(D201/D207)/"BT"(D202/D208) display as a warning.
3) When the unusual air pressure error warning function operates
—The dot display alternates between dot display and "ERR"
display as a warning.
4) When the watch stops or something goes wrong with it,
please do not use it.
;
5) When the water depth meter display on the watch shows a
big difference with other Water depth meters, please re
frain from using the watch.
Dot display

(While diving)

1) When the depth chart error warning function operates—* the;dot display alternates
between dot display and "ERR" display as a warning.

2) When the battery warning functionoperates — the dot display alternates between dot
displayand "BAT." (D201/D207)/"BT"(D202/D208) display, as a warning. Once1he bat
tery warning display appears, please realize we can't guarantee the accuracy,of the
depth measurement.

-

3) When the watch stops or something goes wrong with it, please do not use it
4) When the Water depth meter has a big difference with other water depth meters,
please do not use the watch.
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D. For safe usage
[Make sure you read this caution]=
A CAUTION:
1. Items to check for safe usage
a. The depth display of this watch is up to 80m(260ft).
Although this watch has water resistance up to 200m(656ft), the depth display only
goes up to 80m(260ft). For safe diving we recommend that you stay shallower than 30
meters(100ft) [sports diving].
0m

We recommend that yqu stay within these

limitsof sports diving, (no decompression)

m^-

30m

<The limit of the

depth displays

<The limit of water

200m resistance. >

b. The water depth meter in this watch is set according to the sea water standard
(1.025 gravity).
In case you use the watch in fresh water, i.e. lake water etc., you need to make a con
version.

[Example]
When the watch is 80m(260ft) deep, in the case of sea water it displays 80m(260ft), but

when in fresh water, it displays 78m(253ft); Shallower than what it really is.

(Caution)
: Sea water>

Actual depth «|T>

80m(260ft)-----12

<Fresh water>

; Actual depth

-^^80m(260ft)

c. Avoid descending too rapidly.
In order to get an accurate depth readings, slow down
the descent, or stop.
d. Avoid ascending too rapidly.
If you ascend at a speed greater than 1 5m(5ft) per 5secs

(D201/D207). /0.9m(3ft) per 6 sees (D202/D208).
18m(60ft) per minute (D201/D207)/9m(30ft) per minute
(D202/D208) according to the U.S. navy diving manual),
then the ascending speed warning function willoperate.
The dot display changes to "SLOW display and an alarm
will sound.

Please maintain a safe ascending speed.
Slow down your ascent or stop in order to get an accurate
depth reading.

As rapid ascending is hazardous to the human body,
sometimes causing the bends, always avoid it
*The new regulation of the U.S. Navy diving manual is executed on t993, changing the
Surface Speed Warning at the rate of 9m/min. from 18m/min.
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e. Do not use the watch in places where it is exposed to large changes of air
pressure or temperature.

~n

.

•

The watch willautomatically check for unusual air pressure, while in various normal
modes (time and calendar mode / surface mode / log,mode / alarm mode).If any .

abnormality is detected, the dot display will alternate between dot display and '•
"ERR" display. When this happens, the v/ater depth cannot be measured. If the

"ERR" display disappears, the watch can beused normally.
ftWhen boarding a plane.

.

)'

—i.

Or,

;

•

When exposed to sudden pressure phange (pressurization) as:in the inside of an
aeroplane, if the water sensor is touched with a finger ormoistened, the watch may
change to dive mode. If it changes to dive mode, dry the water sensor, and cancel

dive mode by holdingdown button (M)for more than 2-seconds;
f. We recommend that you change the battery as early as possible.
The life of the battery in thjs«.watch is about «3 years after a new battery is installed.
( Please look upS. [Battery] for the conditions^ usage). Howevefrthe'Mife of the
battery changes a lot depending on the frequency of use of various functions.
In order to;eniQy-:$afe diving, we recommend'that you change the battery ahead of
time.
• •<• .'• • •••'-•': '''••' ] '* ' '••''••'
;' '
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2. Things to check before diving—
When you dive please check the following points.
a. Check your watch

1) Check that there are no problems like scratches,
cracks or chips on the strap or glass.

2) Check that the band and watch body are at
tached correctly.

3) Check that the time and calendar is set correctly.
4) Check ifthe dot display is alternating between
dot display ana* "BAT.°(D2ai/Q207)/"BT"(D202/
208) display. Ifso, then it is time to change the
battery. • .
-♦Consult various other warning functions for
counteraction needed.

5) Check that the dot display is not alternating
between dot display and "ERR". If so then it ,
indicates mat there has been unusual air pres
sure detected.

Dot display

^Consult various other warning functions for
counteraction needed, t
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6) Check that the dot display is not alternating between dot display and
"CHEK"(D201/D207)/ "ERR"(D202/D208) display. Ifso, then you should check
the water sensor.

-•Consult various other warning functions for counteraction needed.

7) Comfirmthe alarm sound by operationg the alarm monitor.

• Change to the alarm mode by pressing (jvj) button.
• Alarm monitor is activated while pressing (A) button.
At the same time the alarm will be switched ON/OFF.

3. Points to notice while diving
a. There are times when the alarm sound is not easily
heard: when underwater, when being carry, and in othe
outside environment.

b. Accurate water temperature is most likely to be indicate
after 1 to 3 minutes from the start of your dive.
c. When various warning functions are operating, please
heed the warning.
d. Be careful not to knock the watch against hard objects
like diving equipment or rocks, etc.
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4. What to do after-diving -

-—

—

——

a. Wash and rinse off any sea water, mud, sand, and such like, present on the watch,
- with fresh water. Then dry any moisture completely, with a dry cloth, etc.
b. Treat the sensor carefully. Do not remove the cover or use sharp objects to clean dirt

or dust fromjt. Ifany dirtgets into the sensor,wash it with clean water; if that doesn't
remove the dirt, please take the watch to the nearest Citizen Service Center.
Also when washing, if a strong jet of water hits the sensor; or if it is pressed with a
hand, it may change to the diving mode. So take care.
c. Do not expose the watch to chemicals.
d. For information about basic care for this watch, please look atT. [For long usage].
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E. Various warning functions=
This watch has5 warning functionsto help you ayqjd ahytrouble or, danger while diving.
Use these warning functions, as much as possible, as safety guidelines for diving.

The level of danger is often complex depending on your body condition or diving
situation, etc. Even if there is no warning, it may not mean there is no danger.

Function

Warning
method

Ascending speed
warning

Battery warning

The dot display will

The dot display will

When the dot display will

alternate between

alternate between dot

alternate between dot

dot display and
"SLOW" display.

display and "ERR"
display.

display and UBAT."(D201/
D207)/ "BT"(D202/D208)
display.
• You cannot change to
diving mode.

• The alarm will

continue to beep for
5 seconds (D201/
D207)/ 6 seconds
(D202/D208) until
ascent is slowed.
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Water depth display
error warning

• While displaying
"ERR" we do not

guarantee water
depth accuracy.

• The alarm doesn't sound.

• The lamp doesn't work.

Function

Ascending speed Water depth.display
error warning

warning

[While in diving mode,

the waterdepth
measurement display]
•When the ascending
Conditions speed is too fast,
continuous speed of
of
operation 0.3m (1ft) per second

•When the ascending
or descending speed
4m (15ft) per second.

all the diving data will be lost.
needed diving data, transfer
the data to a personal com

second for more than

puter or record it in a log

6 secourids. (D202/
D208)

your ascent.

to change the battery.

In the case where there is

seconds. (D201/D207)
/0.3m (1ft) per 2

•Please slow down

•When it is dose to the time

is too fast, more than •When changing the battery

for more than 5

Counter
action
needed

Battery warning

[While in diving mode, [While in diving mode,
the water depth measurement
the water depth
measurement display] display or each normal mode]

book beforehand.
•Various tests are made in

•After the diving mode
is complete, if you
can change back to
normal mode, there

is no problem,

order to maintain the special
properties of the watch, so
avoid any place other than a
Citizen Service Center for

any after service care, such
as changing the battery, etc.
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Function

Warning
method

Water sensor check warning

"CHEK" (D201/207)/"ERR"(D202/208) will
be displayed in the dot display window.
•You cannot change to diving mode.

[Ready for diving mode or each normal
Conditions mode]
of

operation

•When the water sensor is left wet for

Unusual air pressure de

tection error warning.
In the dot display window "ERR"

will appear..
•You cannot change to diving
mode.

[Each normal mode]
•When unusual air pressure is
detected.

more than one hour on land, or in water

less than one meter deep.

Counter
action
heeded

•When the water sensor gets wet,
: wipe with a dry cloth.
•When the water sensor gets dirty,
: wipe off with a soft cloth in clean water.
Even if you follow the steps above, or the

"CHEKw(b201/D207)/"ERR"(D202/D208)
display sometimes flashes, then take the
watch to a Citizen Service Center.
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•Please do not use this watch in

places over 4000m(13120 ft)
above sea level. Except when
in the above environment if the

"ERR* display does not disap

pear within 1 day, please take
the watch to a Citizen Service
Center.

F. Name of each part=
LED(Light-Emitting Diode)
Present time display

(g)Button

Pressure

Water sensor

(also) transfer

sensor

terminal

Calendar display

(M) Button
• This display is in the time

(A) Button
Dot display

and calendar mode.
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The dot display symbols and their meaning—-—..., , . ..
<Mode display>

rriMEl :Time calendar mode
| plLH? Alarm mode

rrCMpj : During the measurement of temperature

,

I I QQI :Log mode (The display when there is no profile data recorded)
IPLOGI ;^ mode *The djsP,ay when profile data has been recorded)

gilDP] :Surface mode (Time:elapsed after completing avalid dive)
|T

R | :Transfer mode.

BUSY : Data Presen^V bein9 transferred
22

;

— _,

Alternating display

^**

•

Alternating display

*+

<-•

1 : Diving mode (Diver is swimming)
Display for
each mode

: Ready for diving

A Warning display
SLOW Ascending speed warning
ESE (D201/D207) / j BT [ (D202/D208): Battery warning
EHEE Various checks ('without (D202/D208))
eee: Various errors
* Please look at the N. [The log mode] for an explanation about profile data.
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G. Hojv to chenge the mode,
The mode changes by pressing button (fij) or when thewater sensor gets wet.
* Surface mode cannot be acquired unless a valid dive is done.._
<Time and calendar mode>

mo
<Transfer mode>

Bi.Bm

1 )0.

<«—J&—

®

1®^ ,J

>-g

<Alarm mode>

•
After 3 minutes

* Change to the transfer mode by pressing

(M) button for more than 2 seconds from
any mode.

11

kID.-5D ItimeJ

ES :

[ 10:03 LLR.

24

1 fi:3B5B

d

^ ^®

(..©38.35, •^
/e.-DDi almj H

*Change tothe transfer mode by pressing @ button for more than 2 seconds from any mode
(M): Press (M) button once

^fjyjV Press (M) button for more than 2seconds
^

: Displayed only while insurface mode

<4- - - - - : Auto return
<Diving mode>
<Surface mode>

1.0m
Surface mode

J.O

Pushing (M)button
while the water sensor

is dry, for more than 2

ottfeelp****

seconds above 4m

J

Diving below 1m (4ft)

(15ft) or automatically
after 10 minutes above

1m (4ft).

Alternating display
(The diver swims)

<Ready for diving mode>

Water sensor on

Water sensor off
After one hour

••c

ma

I33B3B

-i Alternating display
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H. Time and calendar mode
[This is the function which displays present time, and present calendar.]
• In normal time mode, a LED, which is situated at 12 o'clock, flashes a time signal for 3
seconds on every hour. (e.x. 7:00:00, 01, 02)

• By pressing ® button in the time and calendar mode, thewatch isin thetemperature
measuring state (1st temperature display state). In this mode the temperature is
measured every 10 seconds for 3 minutes. However, until the first measurement is
taken it displays [-- °C].
• After 3 minutes the watch automatically changes to (the 2nd temperature display state)
where temperature is measured every 30 minutes. The range of temperature meas
urement is between -5°C to 40°C (23°F~104°F). However, while the watch is on your

wrist the correct temperature cannot be measured jirbperly, so please remove the
watch from your wrist to gej accurate readings.

• In thetime and calendar mode, you can confirm that the LED flashes bypressing (§)
button once. (Flashes 5 times)

•The display light will stay onfor upto10 seconds while you press © button.The dis
play light will switch off 1.5 seconds after releasing the@ button.
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f
<Time and calendar mode>

c (so.

1® a

I g.BBgB

1 mgnlTiMEllm®

<The 1st temperature
<The 2nd temperature
display state>
^Temperature display state>

s\ display

(

S

Mi 3After
P^_I%
DAfter 3minuted
3minutes^ JS *5l D
IE3Bsb\>
I IQgOtTIMElP
WO.gQllJMP]

®i
(Flashes 5 times)
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I. How to set the time and calendar=
• To set thetime from the time and calendar mode, press (§) button for more than 2
seconds, and the "seconds" will start to flash.

• Bypressing (§) button
you can make the figures
you wish to set, flash.

• To set the flashing figures,

press (A) button.
• If you set the calendar
year correctly, you
never have to set the

calendar again; neither at
the change over of the
month or for leap years.

<Normaltime and calender mode>

Ama ' •

IN®

C

m

c

r 10.20 ITIMEJ

J

<BYear"setting>

"i
3
4

L IDPOlTIMEl 3

r,3.

hn.ail-nrat

<12 hour/24 hour setting>

iS:3BsB

®

£:3B*'i

i5'3BsB

r^1"/
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<"Seconds" setting>

®

C no.

1 IS3B3B
C

\®
<<

^e^TIMEl 3

^''^ : Flashing
<"Minutes" setting>

<"Hour"setting>
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J. The alarm mode = = = = = = =
Alarmmode: Once you have set the alarm, the alarm will ring everyday at the
same time like an alarm clock. The alarm rings for 15 seconds.

[Setting the alarm |:

1.Press ® button tochange to alarm mode
2. Press® button for more than 2 seconds tochange tothe alarrahour setting mpde.
(hours will flash)
3. Make hour set with(A)button.

[:.'..-

4. Press® button once more to change tothe alarm minute setting mode-Xminutes'
will flash)

5. Mal^e minute^set with (A) button.

6. Press either (§)or@ button tocomplete the alarm setting.

• SelectalarmON/OFFwith (A) button. By pressing (A) button continuously, the alarm
monitor will ring.
• Ifyou wish to stop the alarm while it's ringing press, any button. •

'

• While pressing @ button, the display will light up.The display light will switch off
about 1.5 seconds after releasing the © button.
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Alarm mode

M; Press (B)buttonformorethan 2 seconds

N • " " " • :Auto return

=,,,J:Flashing
<A!arm offstate>
•

<Alarm hoursetting>

V

c

C:3BaBOFFl flLMJ

c

>

®
<Alarm on s>tate>

) f

\ r'^larm minute setting>

-

/

\

C

15-3B3B
C

I g:3Bg[

1

'ew\ alm)
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K. The diving mode
Diving mode: [This function measures under water depth]
Before diving
• Whether in time and calendar mode, surface mode, log mode or alarm mode, when the
water sensor is on, the watch is ready for diving mode.

* When the water sensor is ON, ifthe watch stays in the ready for diving mode for more
than 1 hour, "CHEIC (D201/D207) TERR" (D202/D208) display willappear in the dot
display window.

•*
...
Ifthis happens, please wipe the water sensor dry, and start diving after confirming
"CHEK" (D201/D207)rERR" (D202/D208) display has disappeared.
When in the ready for diving state, ifthe pressure sensor detects water pressure of
more than 1m(4ft), the watch willchange to the depth display (diving mode).
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While diving
1) When starting a dive, the dot display will tell the swimming diver when the watch is in
diving mode.
2) The LED will flash once every 4 seconds to show the watch is in diving mode.

3) The water depth is measured and displayedevery second,the range of water depth
measurement is 1:0m- 80.0m(4~260ft). When the watch is deeper than 80.0m(260ft),
it displays "—m" and when shallower than 1.0m(4ft), it displays u0.0mn; thus the watch
informs you when it is outside its depth measurement range.
4) The diving time display measures and displays in 1 second units up to 29 mins., 59
sees. When it passes the 30 min. mark, the display changes to units of 1 min. With a
maximum measuring time of 199 mins. After that, the watch starts from 0 sees, again.
5) The water temperature displays after 1min. then it measures and displays the water
temperature every second. The water temperature range is -5°C to 40°C. When it is

out of range, it displays [°C] which indicatesthat are out of range.

6) While pressing ® button you can confirm normal time. Whenyou release® button

thewatch returns tothe depth display after 1.5secs. Pressing © button activates the
lamp for a maximumof 10secs. The lampswitches off 1.5secs after releasing (q)

button.
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Exarrmle- <Timeand calendar mode>

."

Ready for diving mode

<Diving mode>

Maximum

depth display

LED

While pressing (A) button

Water

[present time] is displayed,

temperature

Alternating
display
Dive time

display
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Present depth
display

Present time display

• Cancelling diving mode

| After diving |
1) Ifyou stay shallower than 1m(4ft) (depth display "0.0m") for more than 10mins, the
diving mode will be cancelled automatically. Aftercancellation, the next mode will be
different depending on the following diving conditions.
• While valid diving
Changes to the surface mode, (measuring the resting time
on the surface)

• While invalid diving

Changes to the time and calendar mode or surface
mode in continuation from the previous time.

2) While the watersensor is dry, When youpress(ffl) button formorethan2 sees above
a water depth of 4m(15ft), the diving mode will be cancelled. After cancellation, the
mode will change depending on the divingstate as in "1)". However if the water sen
sor gets wet, or is touched by a finger, it is not possible to cancel.
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L. Valid and invalid diving used in this watch=
Valid diving: diving deeper than 1m(4ft) continuously for more than 3mins.
An example of 1 d ve: (valid diving)

Invaliddiving:diving deeper than Irn for less than'3mins.' • •An example of 1 dive: (invalid diving) ' •
••

^4~-

Om,—J^y-

1m(4ft)

xf

N

^
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^

k^>

\ n
i\

! V>

* Less than 3mins, ** Less than 10mins

/ |

j

.'.-.'i!

~i~^

/

V

One dive: In this watch, one dive starts from the time you dive deeper than 1m(4ft)
to the time you return shallower than 1m(4ft) depth.
However when diving deeper than 1m(4ft) after being shallower than 1m(4ft) for less
than 10mins. the watch will record it as one continuous dive.

• An example of 1 dive: (valid diving)

_i~>

0m"^\^
1m

\

V

*/

* * *--—* '***

**

*

* Less than 3 mins.
* Less than 1( Dmin s.

More than 3mins.

*
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»Display examples of valid and invalid diving for this watch.

Display example while valid diving!

Display example while making

|n ttielogmode:

an invalid dive in the log mode.

A dive number is displayed so you
can know the number of (valid) dives
you have made in the current series.

The dive number is indicated by the dive number
(--display)
Dive number

Dive number

• When you carry out an invalid dive many times
continuously (whileskin-diving etc.), they are
displayed as one continuous invalid dive. Maxi
mum depth, average depth; lowest Water tem
perature, Dive start time and Dive completed
time are all detected as one dive.
However when the Rest Time on the surface is

more than 10mins between Invalid dive, they
are counted as 2 invalid dives.
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M. The surface mode

[Measurement of reset time on surface]=
This is a function whjch automatically measures the elapsed time (resting time on the

surface) after thelast1valid dive iscompleted. You canuseitfor meeting a resttime cri
teria after completing a dive.

^- - -

*1: Please look at L. [Valid and invaliddiving used in this watch].
In this mode:

This is a mode that automatically measures the elapsed time after a valid dive has been
complete. (Up to 24 hours)->"SURF" mode display starts. After 24 hours has elapsed in

"SURF" mode, the measurement display automatically stops..This mode will not appear
again until the next valid dive has been completed.
When a valid dive has complete, it will start timing automatically. Minimum timing unit
is one minute.
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Valid dive complete ftfmfng and^ Surface mode timing state>
display starts
automatically

After 24

after 10 mins,or C
Press(M) button

mode/.

for more than 2

timing and
display

seconds to

change the

complete

display '
Time passed
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When the watch is in

surface mode it 1

Diving mode

returns to time and
calendar mode

display.

(Mode display selection) -

<The surface mode is active for

24 hours after completing a valid dive>

<After surface mode timing
display is complete>

Surface mode timing
and display complete

Time and
calendar mode

Alarm mode ^

-[ Log mode ]

Alarm mode ^

I Log mode

©: Press (M) button once
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N. The log mode=
[This is a function to confirm data that has been automatically recordedwhen you dive
while in the diving modej

Log data: maximum depth,dive time.dive monthand date, divie number, dive start
time, average depth, lowestwater temperature, diving completed time,All 8
items.

'

The log data memory can recorda maximum of 30 dives. (After the 31st dive
the oldest data will be erased. The latest 30 dives are always recorded).
• Log data can be viewed in log mode.
Profile data:"In diving mode the depth is checked every 5 seconds and the
temperature every 5 minutes.
You cannot read the data from the watch. Transfer the data to a personal
computer and confirm along with other log data.

• When the "PLOG" dot display appears, it is possible to transfer log data, with profile
data included, to a personal computer.

Profile log can record the latest 6 hours of data.After exceeding 6 hours, the oldest
data is automatically deleted. We recommendthat before a total of 6 hours is ex
ceeded, you transfer the data to a personal computer.
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Log mode
When there is profile data

<Display without any data
<1st log display state>
recorded>
Maximum
_. ..

depth display
' &**.

@C —

—

D«vet.me

OIVI.T

<2nd log display state>

Average depth

")

Lowest

O.Dm

^(§)E

ja /-i

<-—>

Rrr^p^sq^^p^®
\

\u*h water

I )0. i- )

temperature

Dive completed time

Dive month and date Dive start time
*dive number -

The dive number is displayed for up to 9
dives. If 10 dives are made in a day, the
display will return to 1 again.
After that, estimate the number of dives

made during the day using the dive start
times.

When there is profile data, "PLOG"
will be displayed.
When there is no profile data, only
"LOG" will be displayed.
* Only "PLOG" displayed data can be
transferred to a personal computer.
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It separately displays both 1st log display and 2nd log display; you can select by press

ing(A) button.
1st logdisplay

Maximum depths divetime,divemonth and date, divenumber,
dive start time

2nd log display.....Average depth, lowest water temperature,dive completed time
How to select log data mode

• By pressing (§) button you can display from thenewer datato, the older data in.turn.
Hold (§) button down for rapid change (will stopat oldest data).

• By pressing © button you can display from theolder data tothenewer data in turn.
Hold © button down for rapid change, (will stop at newest data). , How to delete all the log data

• Press (§) and© buttons together for more than 2 seconds. When thealarm sounds,
all the log data and profile data will be deleted.
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O. The transfer mode
[This, (unction allowstransfer of diving data to a personalcomputer.]
1. You can change to the transfermode from any mode except the diving mode, by
pressing (M) button for more than 2secs.
2. Inthis mode, you can transferdata to a personal computerby using the commuhica-"
tions unit and a RS-232C direct cable.

3. Compatible computers

IBM PC/AT or any othercpmpatible computer (There are some computersthat are
not compatible).
4. Log data, including profile data to be transferred:
maximum depth / average depth / dive time / dive month and date / dive number /

dive starttime / lowest watertemperature / dive completedtime.These 8 items plus
depth data for every 5sec and water temperature data forevery 5min.
5. About each connection:

Be sure to read the "Communications AQUALAND GRAPH USER'S manual" before
you make any connections.

1) Check that the personal computer switch is OFF.
2) Connect the personal computer andthe communications unit with the RS-232C
direct cable.

3) Switch the personalcomputer on, and startthe aqualandgraph.
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4) Set the watch to transfer mode, and recall the data you wish to send.

(The method to recall the data)
When the watch is changed to this mode, the latest log data, willbe displayed.
However when the log mode is changed to the transfer mode the displayed profile
data appears together with the log data, can be transferred to the PC.

. From thelog data including thenewest profile data, you can recall theother data in
turn. By pressing (B) button.
From the log data including the oldest profile data, you can recall the otherdata in

turn. By pressing © button.

By operating each button, select the data you wish to transfer to your personal com
puter.

'-

•'

<Transfer mode>

'

Dive time

Maximum depth—

' MAX.

OHft.T

~~©C ~£-|.Bm
[If]

[ IU.
A

STMT

29^ 1®

1i d
1

; l>i i

C . in-ro t

^

•

n-\ 1

wlU-Ua 1' M
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•"'

Place the watch so that the transfer terminalis touching the center pin of the
communication unit's three way connector. (Look at the picture below)
Connector pins

tV Avoid touching the three thansfer terminals. Dirt may cause bad
transmission.

. How to remove.
Hold the band of the watch

and raise by lifting the left
side (pressure senser side)
of the watch gently.
Before disconnecting the

RS-232C cable, complete
the aqualand graph then turn
the personal computer off.

The shape of the communication
unit varies according to the model.

While transferring.
"BUSY" appears in the
dot display window.
If there is a transfer

failure, "ERR" appears.
If this occurs, check to
see that all connections

are made and try
transferring again.
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P. How to perform all reset=
When the battery is changed orthe watch is not functionihgor displaying normally, per
form the "all reset".

1) Press all4 buttonsat the same time for morethan 2 seconds then release them.
^All possible/display segmentswill appear. .
2) Press either one of the buttons and release.
->Atthat time, an alarm will ring confirming that all functions were reset.
After the alarm; the LED will flash 3 times. The watch will display the calendar mode

in.which "1 Jan / Mon /AM 12:00" will appear.
(All segmentsdisplay)

After releasing them,
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Press ail 4 buttons
then release.

Press either one of the buttons.

-LED" flash 3times.
(after the alarm)

• Caution: .when resetting all functions..
< ,..,.;•,,/.
•
• If you perform the "all resef, all log and profiledata willbe deleted/so transfer all data
to a personal computer or record it in a log book beforehand.

• When you release all4 buttons, ifthe water sensor is wet,"CNEK" (D20T/D207) /
"TIME" (D202/D208) willappear in the dot display. After that, all possible display seg
ments will be black. Please operate the watch in the same way as normal resetting.
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Q. No decompression limits=
<No decompression limits>

When a diver has completed a dive, and is ascending
to the surface, the speed at which a diver can ascend
to the surface, without stopping for decompression, is
decided according to the diving depth and diving time.
These limits are marked as no decompression limits.
The no decompression limits which are on the watch
band, are based on the US navy diving manual (1985
edition).
(There are some models on which this is not printed.)

* These no decompression
limits are for one dive.
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<How to read the no decompression limits>

DEPTH.m

12m
15m
18m
21m
24m
27m
30m
33m
36m
39m
42m
45m

(40ft)(50ft) (60ft) •
(70ft) (80ft) •
(90ft) (100ft) (110ft) (120ft) •
(130ft) •
(140ft) •
(150ft) •

N.D.TIME

— 200min.

— iOOmin..
—
~~
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

60min.
50min.
40min.
30min.
25min.
20min.
15min.
10min.
10min.

T~

5min.

(Example)

Ifyou dive no deeper than 21 m for no more
than 50mins, then according to this chart,
there is no need to stop for decompression.

•Caution:

The no decompression limitis different depending
on body condition, or personal differences. Please
use the no decompression limits on this watch as
a guide line.
When a dive requires no decompression limits
make sure you follow a specialized divers manual.
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R. Specifications =

O'-

1. Type: Digital diverswatchwith waterdepth meter, thermometer, watersensor

2.Quartz crystal frequency: 32,768Hz (Hz ^oscillations per second^

3.Time accuracy (Under normal temperature): within ±20seconds permonth
4. Water depth meteraccuracylwithiri fWcTof displayed figjure pips 30crh(l!ft)
•••>-• •"'"' 'r: ; HbWever it fflust be within togoperating temperature
range 10° O40 °C(50oF~f64°F), thewater depth me
ter is effected by change of temperature.
5. Display method:Digital system display ;;c-?!?»»;) v
T •

6. Watch operating temperature range: -10°C~60°C(14°F-,i40°F)
7. Display functions;

-

^ . :.

j ;

.••.

..,.,

, : ,

•Time:hours/ minutes /seconds

• Calendar: month / day / day of the week ;;
• Temperature display (including the lowest water temperature displayed in log
- mode):-5°C-14°C within±3°C1?C unit/15°C~40°C within ±2°C 1°Cunit
(23°F~57°F within ±6°F 1°F unit/59°F~104°F within ±4°F 1°F unit)

• Present depth display: 1.0m~80.0m (10cm unitsXBelow 1.0m is displayed as 0m]
4ft~260ft(1ft unit) [Blow 1ft is displayed as 0ft]
• Maximum depth display: 1.0m~80.0m(4ft~260ft)
• Average depth:1.0m~80.0m(4ft~260ft)
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, • Dive month and date: month / date
• Dive start time: hour / minute

• Dive completed time : hour / minute
• Dive time: 0 min~ 199 mins.
• Divenumber: 1 ~9
8. Available functions

•Time and calendar Mode

-Alarm mode .,, • Diving mode

-Surface mode

• Log mode • Transfer mode
<Various warning functions>

• Battery warning function • Ascending speed warning function .•*•
• Water depth display errorwarningfunction •Water sensor check warning function
• Unusual air pressure detection error warning function
• Extra features:

- Water-resistant function to a depth of 200m below sea level
- Water sensor (also transfer terminal)
• IC: C/MOS/LSI 2 pes.

• Battery: Lithium battery (batteryno. 280-205 code no. CR 2025) 1pce.
• Battery Life:-Approximately 3 years afterinstallation of new battery
* Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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S. The battery warning function and the battery
1. Battery warning function

• This watch has a battery warning function to let you know when to change the battery.
• When the dot display alternates between "BAT."(D201/D207)/aBT,(D202/D208) and the
dot display, this indicates that the battery is low. Please take the watch to a Citizen
Service Center to get the battery changed and the watch checked as soon as possible.
•

Caution:

When the battery warning function appears during normal .
display modes, except diving mode, you can not change to;
*diving mode. In diving mode after the battery.warning func
tion appears, the battery warning function may disappear

when you cancel diving mode. However the battery is still
low and requires changing as soon as possible.
2. Battery

a.Battery life span

,

,

,-

:

_ 4 .. ,

Dotdisplay

• Under the following usage conditions, the life span of the battery is three years, after
a new battery is installed. Usage condition:
^ ^
1) Number of dives: 100 per year
2) Dive time: 35mins. (per dive)
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3) Data transfer: Once a week

*The lifespan of the battery may change depending on the frequency each function is
used. (Alarm, Lamp, Diving mode, etc.)
When using the watch for purposes other than diving, the battery, life will be
shortened according to the length of time the water sensor is wet.

* Depending on the amount of dives, the probable battery lifespan is as follows;
35 mins. 200 times per year: 2.2 years
35 mins. 300 times per year: 1.8 years
This assumes that other usages are the same as mentioned.
b. The first battery

*The battery which is already in your watch when you purchased it, is a monitor battery

used to check the functions of the watch,and so the battery may requirechanging
within 2 years after purchasing the watch.
" '
c. Changing the battery
1) When the battery is changed, the water resistance should be checked, and if need

be the seals changed. So it should be carried out by the manufacturer as a repair.
Please arrange for a Citizen service center to look after your watch through the
shop you purchased it from.

2) When changing the battery, the log data and profile data will be lost, so please
transfer the data to a personal computer or record it in a log book beforehand.
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3) If you leave a dead battery inside the watch, leakage can cause damage, so we rec
ommend that you change the battery as soon as possible.
.
• •
4) If you intend to use the watch overseas for any length of time, there may be a chance
you cannot get the watch serviced, so we recommend that you change the battery
prior to your departure.
.
- '
:.;.-v
5) The changing of the battery, and the checking and changing of any incidentals, even
within the guarantee period, willbe chargeable.
nS. Please take care while using batteries:• Battery replacement of this watch should be carried out by the manufacturer in or
der to maintain accuracy..
•.
• When, you store batteries, (disused batteries, new batteries) please keep them out
of the reach of children.
.,'.."
• In the event a child swallows a battery, take him/her to a doctor immediately.
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T. For long usage
1. Water-resistance

a. In order to ensure that your watch stays water-resistant, you should have it in
spected once every one or two years in addition to regular battery replacement.
2. About the depth sensor (Pressure sensor)
a. There is a sensor cover that protects the sensor area of your depth meter. Never
remove it.

b. Be careful not to get any sand, particles, dust, etc. on the sensor area. If this hap
pens, rinse the watch with clean water. Never clean your watch with alcohol or
chemicals such as gasoline, thinners, etc.
c. If you cannot adequately clean your watch, please,consult your nearest Citizen

Service Center.

'

,/',''.'.

3. Avoid Temperature extremes
Avoid leaving your watch in direct sunlight or in extremely warm locations for long pe
riods of time.

• This will cause malfunctioning and shorten the life of the batteries.

Do not leave your watch for long periods of time in extremelyc6ld places.
• This may cause your watch or gain or lose time.

• Place your watch on your wristto restore its original accuracy should it begin to gain
orlosetirne.
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4. Avoid wet confitions
:
'
r .
Do not operate the buttons when your watch is wet.
5. Avoid strong shock
This watch will withstand the bumps and jars normally incurred while playing and

during sports activities.

u n

:

Avoid dropping your watch on the ground or-otherwise imparting severe shock.to.it.
6. Avoid strong magnetic fields
^
.
Keep your watch out of the immediate vicinity of strong magnets.
Generally, ydUr watch is not affected by magnetic fields from such household appli

ances as televisions arid stereos.
v '* '
'•••' '"•'['•
i,?'-'
7. Avoid harmful chemicals, solvents and gases
.!
<.
Avoid wearing your watch in the presence of strong chemicals, solvents arid gases.
Ifyour watch comes in contact with materials such as gasoline, benzine, paint thin
ner, alcohol, spray cosmetics, nail polish, nail polish remover, adhesives or paint,
discoloration, deterioration or damage'to the'case, band, arid otheYcomponents
may occur.
"'.:

8. Polarizing eyeglasses

(

'V

.

The watch digital displaycan become difficult to read clearlywhen wearing polariz
ing eyeglasses or sunglasses,such as ski goggles ahdv,tjnted;fishing glasses. This
problem can be corrected by turningyourwrist slightly to charige the angle between
the eye and watch, providing a clear view of the display.
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9. Keep your watch clean

Wipe off any water and moisture that adheres to the case, glass and band with a soft,
clean cloth. Any dirt left on the case or band may cause skin rash.
A watchband will easily become soiled with dust and perspiration because it is in di
rect contact with the skin. Even a stainless or gold plated band may begin to corrode if
it has not been cleaned for a long period of time.
Mesh bands, because the meshes are very fine, will lose their particular "flexibility" if
they are left soiled for a long time.
Metal watchbands should be washed periodically to keep them looking beautiful at all
times.

Metal watchbands are usually washed with a brush in mild, soapy water and well
wiped with a soft, absorbent cloth to make sure all water is removed. Pay attention to
prevent any water from getting inside your watch when the band is washed.
10. Periodic inspeciton
Getting your watch checked once every year or two is recommended to ensure long
use and trouble-free operation.
11. Be sure to keep the batteries out of reach of infants and small children. Should
accidental ingestion occur, consult a doctor at once.
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